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ABSTRACT Absolute attitude estimation sensors provide high accuracy pointing capabilities to spacecraft,
but as developed thus far, they constitute a large fraction of CubeSat mission’s budget. We introduce SPE Lab
Open Star Tracker (SOST), an ultra-low-cost solution that currently provides sub-arcminute precision at a
frequency of 1 to 3 estimations per minute in the Lost-In-Space scenario. Our Star Tracker development rests
on open source astronomy software, the Raspberry Pi 3 B+, and its camera. We developed a new algorithm
to solve the Lost-In-Space problem that works by acquiring an image and comparing it with different stellar
catalog segments. We tested our algorithm using images from working satellites. The functioning of our
platform was evaluated by using night-sky pictures taken from ground. We also conducted environmental
tests of our platform by using a thermal-vacuum chamber. We optimized the catalog segment separation by
analyzing the execution time, success rate, precision, and power consumption of the full platform. SOST
delivers a mean precision below 1-arcminute for the boresight direction. With a segment separation of 10◦,
the attitude estimation is found in the 97.3% of the cases with processing time under 20s. The success rate
improves to 99.8% by using 5◦ as segments separation but processing time doubles. This platform is open
and freely available to CubeSat researchers interested in further development or deployment.

INDEX TERMS Attitude determination, CubeSat, low-cost hardware, nanosatellites, open-source, Rasp-
berry Pi, star tracker.

I. INTRODUCTION
Attitude determination is crucial for any spacecraft that
requires knowing its orientation while flying. This attitude
information is essential not only for maximizing energy col-
lection or efficient communication, but also for other payload
requirements. Among the attitude determination sensors such
as sun sensors, horizon sensors, magnetometers, and inertial
sensors, the Star Tracker (ST) stands out for providing abso-
lute attitude estimation and being the most precise [1], [2].
Thus, the ST is a critical component in space missions.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Ghufran Ahmed.

Attitude sensors have been part of satellite missions since
the dawn of the space era. The first CCD-based ST developed
at JPL in 1976 [3] has been continuously improved over
time. However, the improved technology and algorithmswere
not shared because the spacecraft development evolved as
a demonstration of power in the polarized Cold War era.
As this era came to an end, knowledge was slowly transferred
to the private sector. The commercial exploitation of space
has reduced the costs, but the knowledge has remained in
the hands of a limited few. STs have followed this trend;
therefore, they are generally available as commercial black
boxes.

In the late 90s, the CubeSat emerged as a standardized
satellite [4] to improve space technology education. CubeSats
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TABLE 1. Different attitude determination sensors, with its main characteristics. This table shows that there are a performance and cost gap between the
low precision sensors (in the range of degrees) with the high precision sensors (in the range of arcseconds).

have rapidly evolved and been actively used for research and
commercial applications [5], [6]. CubeSat is a standardized
shape platform with a cubical base unit of 10 cm × 10 cm ×
10 cm (1U). The standardization reaches the dispenser unit
in rockets supporting sizes of 1U, 2U, 3U, 6U and even
12U thus far. This standard has reduced the size, cost and
development time of this type of satellite. Cost reduction has
resulted in growing access to space technologies in devel-
oping countries [7], [8]. Due to the growing interest that
CubeSats are gaining, it has become relevant to increase the
capabilities of subsystems such as the ST [9]–[11] while
keeping costs low. Many ST platforms have been tested,
even using smartphones [12]. There is evidence that the use
and development of sensors trough low-cost devices help to
improve access to new applications and push education [13],
technology development [14], and research [15], especially
in developing countries.

Although several STs are available on the market, pricing
for this kind of sensor is restrictive, especially for groups from
developing countries where budgets are more constrained.
Teams must opt for low-cost sensors, like gyroscopes or
magnetometers, which cannot provide absolute attitude esti-
mation, limiting the satellite capabilities, and then the achiev-
able science and application. A full state-of-the-art report
of different sensors and actuators for small spacecraft can
be found in [16]. Table 1 summarizes the main character-
istics of the most commonly used attitude determination
sensors [17]–[23]. From the table, it is possible to notice a
‘‘cost and technological’’ gap between low and high precision
attitude sensors, in particular for less demanding mission
requirements.

The requirements of some of the new SUCHAI
(Satellite of the University of Chile for Aerospace Investi-
gation) missions fall under the category of high precision
absolute attitude measurement at a lower frequency where the
cost of commercial ST is not justified. Space and Planetary
Exploration Laboratory (SPEL) at the University of Chile has
used the CubeSat standard to develop a space program for
education and research [8]. The first CubeSat developed in
SPEL (SUCHAI 1), was launched on June 23, 2017, from
India, carrying a series of ‘‘proof of concept’’ experiments.
The SUCHAI 1 was a 1U CubeSat without attitude control.
Continuing with the satellite program, SPEL is now devel-
oping three 3U CubeSats, where at least two of them are
planned to work collaboratively. These new satellites will

include attitude estimation sensors and control actuators. The
missions of these new satellites are related to the study of the
space environment and its impact on electronic components
and biological systems. These experiments require accurate
attitude estimation at a low frequency (1 to 3 samples per
minute).

One of the payloads in our coming missions that motivated
the development of our ST is a fixed-voltage flat-probe Lang-
muir Probe (LP). The flat-probe (or patch) of the LP will be
located in the ram-facing side of the satellite. The LP will
estimate the plasma ion density, which is assumed the same
as the electron density under thermal equilibrium conditions.
To measure the ion density we use a negative potential and
we measure ion density to avoid the charging potential issue
of the spacecraft. The proper estimation requires that the
patch normal vector (n̂) is parallel but against the spacecraft
ram velocity (v̂). In this configuration, the ions are likely
to hit the LP patch over the surface of the CubeSat. The
error in the estimation of the densities is less than 5% when
the angle between n̂ and v̂ is less than 20◦. Therefore the
main requirement is to estimate the attitude of the satellite
when it is spinning at a slow angular rate, but not frequently.
For example, a spinning rate of 20 arcseconds/s means a
rotation of 40 arcminutes after 120 seconds, which is still way
inside the range (±20◦) at which the LP will deliver a proper
ion/electron density measurement.

Another payload that requires accurate attitude estimation
but at a low frequency is a phased array communication
link system. With this communication system, we expect
to electronically steer the antenna array beam faster than
pointing by changing the satellite attitude. The phased array is
not only intended for communications but also for measuring
the Total Electron Content (TEC) and magnetic field if the
system is properly designed. Similarly to the LP, the phased
array experiment does not require a high frequency when
estimating attitude, since the feasible number of elements of
the array in a 3U CubeSat produces a half-power beam-width
of 20◦.

In this article, we introduce our high-precision open ST
platform as a new ultra-low-cost alternative to the devices
currently available in the market. We developed it by com-
bining commercial miniaturized computers with open soft-
ware for astronomy. The developed algorithm is intended to
function in multiple hardware platforms. We demonstrate in
this work that the algorithm can provide attitude estimation,
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with simple adaptations, from images taken and processed
over multi-platforms. Our proposed platform is named SPEL
- Open Star Tracker (SOST).
To get a low-cost and easy to implement attitude sensor,

we adopted a small single-board-computer as hardware plat-
form. The proposed sensor platform is based on a popular
miniaturized computer, the Raspberry Pi (RPi) together with
its simple camera, which is easily integrated into this plat-
form. Similar cameras, with a large field of view (FOV), have
been previously studied for ST applications [24]. The RPi
was selected because of its low cost and processing capability,
which is enough to serve as ST as we will show in this study.
It is simple to operate and it is currently being used as an
attitude sensor [25] and in a variety of space projects [26],
[27]. Recently, the RPi Zero has been tested in space, taking a
video of Earth [28]. Another advantage of the RPi platform is
that it is mostly open hardware, whichmeans it can be adapted
and modified to eventually fit in the CubeSat standard.

ST needs to be robust and hardware-independent. To guar-
antee the robustness of our ST we follow a multi-disciplinary
approach by taking advantage of astronomy experience in
the field. Thus, we based our algorithm on open software
tools commonly used by astronomy students and researchers,
Source Extractor [29] andMatch [30]. The open characteris-
tics guarantees proper operation through many contributions
and independent verification uses. These two software tools
are based on powerful, optimized algorithms for star detec-
tion and identification. In addition, these programs can run on
diverse hardware platforms, assuring hardware-independence
of the attitude estimation firmware. As suggested by [31],
hardware independence is a key characteristic of the firmware
to prevent obsolescence of software with hardware changes.

Besides, the development of SOST as an open platform
can facilitate the contribution of multiple groups, accelerating
in this manner the features and the flight heritage of the
system. Open source platforms enable better interaction with
a wider number of experts that may provide a faster, success-
ful outcome. This multi collaboration approach has already
been used in CubeSats [32], [33]. Through this approach,
we envision that smaller actors from groups like ours can
contribute to the development of a more precise and robust
ST platform. The paper is organized in the following manner:
First, we describe our platform (software and hardware) and
the algorithm. Then, we evaluate both the algorithm with
pictures from a working satellite and the full platform with
ground-based experiments. Finally, we discuss the results and
present avenues to improve the platform.

II. PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
A Star Tracker is a sensor that detects stars and compares
their pattern with known stars from a stellar catalog. Then,
it computes the precise orientation in which the camera is
pointed at the sky and deduce the satellite’s attitude. The
SOST system requires a hardware platform, a software suite,
and an algorithm that canwork together to fulfill themission’s
requirements.

A. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
1) SOFTWARE
Regarding the software, we worked with frequently used
programs within the field of Astronomy. The main code was
developed in Python. It calls the following software suites:
Source Extractor:

Software used to detect astronomical sources (e.g. stars,
planets, galaxies) in a ‘‘.fits’’ image. In our work, Source
Extractor is used to detect stars and calculate their
position and brightness magnitude. It generates a list
of sources with their brightness relative to the image’s
background. In this work, we use version 2.19.5 of
the software. Source Extractor can be downloaded for
free from its website. Further information can be found
in [34].

Match:
Software used to establish a relationship between two
different lists of objects. The specific algorithm with
which Match operates is based on [35]. To properly
operate, Match requires two input files with data in
columns. Each file should contain at least the following
columns:
1) X position of objects.
2) Y position of objects.
3) Magnitude at point (X, Y). For the image, it represents

the brightness relative to the background of the image.
One file corresponds to the list of sources extracted from
the image. The other file is a specific segment of the
star catalog. In our platform, Match is used to find a
relationship between the source objects (image) and the
objects within the catalog. Match can establish either a
linear, quadratic or cubic relationship between the two
lists. The linear relationship is used in this study since it
involves the shortest calculation time. To use the linear
relationship, the star catalog is divided into segments
where each segment of the catalog is linearized by using
a projection in the tangent plane. This procedure is
explained in more detail in subsection II-B1. The linear
relationship between the two data lists is defined by
6 coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, and f) delivered by Match.
The relationship can be written as:(

x ′

y′

)
=

(
a
d

)
+

(
b c
e f

)
·

(
x
y

)
, (1)

where point (x, y) represents the position of an
object (star) in the source list (image) and point (x ′, y′)
represents the coordinates of the same object but in the
segment of the catalog list. Additionally,Match delivers
several statistical parameters that define the precision of
the established relationship. The most significant statis-
tical parameters used in our work are:
sig (σ ): The standard deviation of differences between

the matched pairs of items, in units of the coordinate
system B (B in this work refers to the coordinate
system of the projected catalog).
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TABLE 2. Specifications of RPi 3B+ and RPi Zero W.

Nr: The number of matched pairs of objects (stars) used
to define the transformation between lists.

Match can be downloaded at no cost from its website,
where it is possible to find a user manual. In this work,
we used version 0.14.

2) HARDWARE
Regarding the hardware of the platform, we used the follow-
ing components:
1) Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+.
2) Raspberry Pi Zero W.
3) Raspberry Pi Camera V2.1.

These are commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) items available
on the market at a cost of approximately US $35 (or less) each
one. The main technical characteristics of the RPi and the
camera are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

TABLE 3. Specifications of Raspberry Pi camera V2.1.

B. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
There are several algorithms proposed to implement a ST.
A summary of algorithms is presented in [36]. In [37] a
summary is presented specifically for low-cost ST. The algo-
rithm developed in this work solves the Lost-In-Space (LIS)
problem, to make it comparable to the previous works. Also,
our algorithm assumes that the spin rate of the spacecraft
(at each axis) is less than a revolution per hour. A spin rate
above this threshold can be detected by using other attitude
determination sensors or even using other algorithms with-
out going through the star identification process [38]. Then,
the spin rate can be reduced by the attitude control unit. The
proposed algorithm uses both star brightness information and
the segmentation of the stellar catalog.

The SOST starts the attitude estimation process by acquir-
ing an image from which the brightest objects (stars) in it are
extracted by using Source Extractor. This list of objects from
the image is compared with a stellar catalog, which is stored
in memory. To find the attitude of the camera (and ultimately
the attitude of the vehicle associated with it) a procedure of
two parts was developed. First, it identifies the segment in
the celestial catalog with the best match. The catalog has to
be divided into segments of similar size of the FOV of the

image to properly use Match. The concept of splitting the
catalog into segments has been proposed before for STs [39].
Secondly, it refines the match between the image and the
catalog segment by moving the projection point of the catalog
segment in the tangent plane. The projection of the catalog is
necessary to perform the match with the image, which is a
projection of the sky. This procedure is also called camera
calibration. In this section, we describe with more detail this
procedure.

1) TANGENT PLANE PROJECTION OF THE STELLAR CATALOG
Our pointing precision should be determined by our images,
not by the precision of the stellar catalog we use for com-
parison. The catalog should cover a stellar brightness range
comparable to those available in the images to maximize
the number of matched stars. Among the myriad of stellar
catalogs freely available that satisfy these criteria, we chose
the Bright Star Catalogue (BSC) [40] from Yale University
Observatory. The BSC was obtained using the scat appli-
cation, part of the WCSTools [41] software package. The
BSC catalog contains 9,110 objects, 9,096 of which are stars.
It includes stars up to brightness magnitude 6.5.

When comparing a picture of the sky with the stellar cat-
alog, it is necessary to match the geometry of both systems.
The star catalog is in spherical coordinates, whereas the photo
maps the tangent plane. To relate both systems, it is necessary
to project the stars into the tangent plane in a direction close
enough to the actual pointing such that the aberration in the
relative positions is low and a match is possible. Follow-
ing [42], this is achieved according to the equations:

η =
cos (DEC)− cot (δ) sin (DEC) cos (α − RA)
sin (DEC)+ cot (δ) cos (DEC) cos (α − RA)

, (2)

ξ =
cot (δ) sin (α − RA)

sin (DEC)+ cot (δ) cos (DEC) cos (α − RA)
, (3)

where RA and DEC are the right ascension and declination of
the projection point over the celestial sphere, respectively, and
α, δ the coordinates of the star (S) to be projected. Thus, η and
ξ will be the so-called standard coordinates of the star S in the
projection plane. For a visual interpretation in the use of the
previous equations, the reader could refer to Fig. 107 in [42].

In our implementation, we cannot use the full stellar cata-
log as awhole, since the image ismuch smaller than thewhole
catalog and the Match software requires two data lists of
similar sizes to properly operate. For this reason, the catalog
was stored in memory but divided into overlapping segments
of 60◦ × 60◦ (a slightly larger area than the FOV of the
camera). Each segment is stored in spherical coordinates and
also in a projected form by using the center point of the
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segment. In this work, we tested different distances between
the centers of each projected segment, in RA and DEC.
Thus, the segment (i, j) is the one with center (tangent plane
point) RAsegment i,j = i◦ and DECsegment i,j = j◦ with limits
of the segment RAsegment i,j ∈ [(i − 30)◦, (i + 30)◦] and
DECsegment i,j ∈ [(j−30)◦, (j+30)◦], where i = 0◦, . . . , 359◦

and j = −90◦, . . . , 90◦. We considered three different seg-
mentation patterns for our catalog, where we advance i and
j by 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦. These yield different numbers of
segments to project and compare.

2) ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ALGORITHM
To determine the attitude of the camera, the following proce-
dure is carried out:
1) Acquire an image. The camera, with predefined expo-

sure time, takes a picture of the sky. The exposure time
was evaluated and configured with the RPi camera, pre-
sented in subsection III-B1.

2) Generate the list of sources from the image. The list
of brightest objects in the picture is obtained by using
Source Extractor:
a) The ‘‘.jpg’’ image is transformed into ‘‘.fits’’ format,

the defined format of Source Extractor, and then
entered into the software.

b) Source Extractor generates a list of sources, with
the position and brightness of the detected objects.
The position of each detection is referenced to the
lower-left corner of the delivered image. The bright-
ness is a value referenced to the background of each
image. The forty brightest objects are selected from
the full list of detected objects. This number of
selected objects is studied in subsection III-B1.

c) The image is scaled from pixels to mm, to represent
the image that is formed in the CMOS of the camera
and to be able to useMatch with the linear procedure.
Fig. 1 (a) shows the extracted sources from one of
the images taken during the evaluation of the system,
which will be used as an example during this algo-
rithm description.

3) Matching: First Iteration. Search throughout the celes-
tial sphere. Match between the captured image and the
in-memory projected segments of the catalog.
a) The brightest objects in the picture are searched in

each segment of the in-memory projected star catalog
using Match. The output of this stage is a list of
candidates (matched) segments of the star catalog.

b) The segment of the star catalog with the largest
number of matched objects (Nr) is selected as the
best match. In our tests, it is usually achieved with
18 objects (stars) or more. This is the output of the
first stage of the algorithm. Further iterations are
performed to improve the accuracy of the matching
procedure.

c) The distance between the centers of the pro-
jected segments was arbitrary selected in this stage
(e.g. 5 degrees). We studied the effects of

different distances between catalog centers in
subsection III-B2. After finding the segment of the
catalog with the best match with the image, the cen-
ter point of the projected catalog is de-projected
(returned to sky coordinates) by using the linear
model delivered by Match (See 1). At this stage,
the projected catalog does not perfectly agree with the
image. We use the relationship delivered byMatch to
find a new projection center to improve the matching
procedure in the next stages. The result of this itera-
tion is shown in Fig. 1(b).

4) Matching: Second Iteration. The projection center of
the selected segment of the catalog is corrected by using
the matched stars found in the first iteration and the new
center (the one de-projected using the linear model given
by Match). The selected catalog segment is reshaped
being sure it has a size similar to the image but having
as center the new center obtained with the linear model.
Then, Match is used again with the selected catalog
segment (which has been projected with the new cen-
ter found in the first iteration) and the list of objects
extracted from the picture. A new list of matched objects
is output and the center is again de-projected to refine for
the last time.

5) Matching: Third and Final Iteration. Using the same
approach as in the second iteration,Match is used again
with this corrected segment of the catalog (projected
with the new center found in the second iteration) and the
list of extracted objects from the picture. At this point,
the match between the two lists is accurate enough, and
the procedure is stopped. The output of Match can be
used together with the corrected projection center to
find the RA, DEC and Roll angles relative to the center
of the camera, therefore the attitude of the camera in
the inertial coordinate frame. Also, the stars used in
the matching procedure are identified. The process of
identifying stars and getting the attitude of the camera
is simultaneously achieved by this algorithm. The result
of this third iteration is shown in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(d)
shows comparatively the results obtained in the first and
third iteration. After this stage, the effective output of
the algorithm is reached. The angles RA, DEC and Roll
for the example image shown in Fig. 1(a) are 192.88◦,
−45.10◦, and −98.76◦, respectively.

The process described above can be summarized in the
flowchart shown in Fig. 2.

3) CONFIGURATION OF MATCH PARAMETERS
Match is a powerful and flexible software that finds the spatial
transformation thatmatchesmost sources between two lists of
objects. Its behavior is affected by several parameters, which
need to be defined for the proper operation of the algorithm.
In this subsection, we describe the main parameters used and
the values given to it for its operation.
trirad: This parameter defines when the triangles formed

between the objects of each list are considered a
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FIGURE 1. (a) shows the 40 brightest detections extracted from the picture. (b) shows the first iteration result. It shows the objects from
catalog and sky picture. Fig. (c) shows the result of the third (final) iteration. (d) is the difference (in pixels) between pairs of matched
objects of first and third iteration. First iteration data (30 matched objects) is shown in red and the third iteration (21 matched objects) in
blue. Dispersion in the third iteration is less than that obtained in the first iteration.

match. This parameter was left in its default value which
is 0.002. Modifications of this parameter produce no
significant change in the estimation result unless its
value is increased sharply (greater than 0.015), where
no matches were found.

nobj: It defines the number of brightest objects in each list
that are considered when searching for a match. For
values smaller than 10, the found relationship between
lists is not reliable. For values greater than 40, it takes a
long time to find a match. For our software, we set this

parameter to 15 for the first iteration, and it is increased
to 20 for the second and third iteration.

max_iter: It defines the number of cycles that the program
uses to search for matches between objects on both lists.
A value greater than 5 increases the execution time.
For the first iteration, this parameter is set to 1 and for
the second and third iteration, it is increased to 5.

matchrad: It defines the minimum distance to which two
objects from both lists must be located to be counted as
a match. If this value is larger than 1, the linear model
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FIGURE 2. a) shows a scheme of the algorithm architecture based on
catalog segmentation. It presents what is developed in this work (left
side of the dashed line) and what comes form other sources (right side of
dashed line). The right side can be easily changed to customized tools if
preferred. It also shows the independence of the tools selected
(hardware and software). b) presents a flowchart of attitude
determination algorithm (See subsection II-B2). It shows the iterative
process which is a novel approach to improve accuracy while being
independent of the pre-defined/pre-loaded segments centers.

between lists is of poor quality due to a large number of
objects used in the relationship as a match. If its value
is less than 0.01, the linear model between lists can also
be inaccurate due to the small number of objects used
to establish the relation. We set an intermediate value
of 0.1.

scale: It defines the scale relationship that exists between
lists. In our work, both lists are compared as if they
were stars observed in the CMOS sensor of the camera.
Since we have made every task to both data lists corre-
spond to each other (using the procedure described in
section II-B1), this value is set to 1.

III. EVALUATION
We present the results of the full evaluation of our proposed
ST. First, we evaluate the algorithm with pictures coming
from a working satellite (STEREO mission). The main idea
of this evaluation is to isolate the hardware from the platform
to focus only on the results given by the algorithm. Secondly,
we fully evaluate the proposed platform (RPi plus camera).

A. ALGORITHM EVALUATION BY USING ON-SPACE
IMAGES (FROM STEREO MISSION)
STEREO (Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory) [43] is
the third mission in NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Probes program
(STP). It employs two nearly identical space-based obser-
vatories - one ahead of Earth in its orbit, the other trailing
behind - to provide the first-ever stereoscopic measurements
to study the Sun and the nature of its coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs). We use images from STEREO, specifically
from the HI-1 telescope [44]. This telescope observes the
space between the Earth and the Sun. There are hundreds
of stars in each image, making them suitable to test our
algorithm.

To properly use our algorithm with HI-1 STEREO images,
the procedure was the following:
1) Get catalog patches similar in size to the FOV of the

HI-1 detector (20◦ × 20◦). We consider stars from
the BSC catalog until magnitude six, this implies a
total of 5080 catalog stars. We tested the algorithm
with the center of catalog patches separated 5◦, 10◦,
and 15◦.

2) Get 100 HI-1 ‘‘L0’’ images from the \pub subdirectory
of the STEREO SCIENCE CENTER web page [45].
We select random images from the year 2007 to the year
2010 from the observatory STEREOA. Attitude is com-
puted from this HI Level 0 images using our proposed
algorithm. An example name of a L0 image downloaded
in this stage is ‘‘20070130_080100_s4h1A.fts’’.

3) Get the ‘‘L2’’ images from the corresponding ‘‘L0’’
images previously obtained [46]. The attitude obtained
in the previous step is compared with the attitude infor-
mation from the header data of the HI Level 2 images.
For the example name previously shown, the name of
the corresponding L2 image is ‘‘20070130_080100_-
2bh1A_br01.fts’’.

4) Collect the results. The differences in the pointing coor-
dinates between our algorithm and the header data of
every image are shown in Fig. 3, for different catalog
segmentation. The success rate given by the algorithm in
this evaluation is 96%, 89%, and 48% for a separation of
5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ between catalog centers, respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Results from the pointing analysis with STEREO images. These graphs show the difference between the attitude
data from the header of STEREO images and the attitude data obtained with our algorithm. Fig. (a) show the pointing accuracy
for Right Ascension and Declination in arcminutes. The contour lines enclose 90% of successful runs with catalog separations
at 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ shown in red, blue, and green respectively. The gray square is the angular size of a pixel in STEREO images.
Fig. (b) show the pointing accuracy distribution for the Roll angle. The gray arrow is the angle subtended by a pixel over the
side of an image, i.e. 1/1024 rad.

B. PLATFORM EVALUATION
ST is the most precise optical attitude determination device.
However, there is still debate on how to realize and verify
such precision. It is hard to mimic the in-orbit conditions in a
laboratory capable to put to test the attitude estimation perfor-
mance of the ST. Some evaluation methods use artificial stars
in the laboratory to solve this problem. Instead, we follow a
similar approach to that suggested by [47], which uses real
astronomical sources from ground.

Thus, we tested our platform’s performance with images
captured by the RPi camera by capturing images of night-
sky, from two different geographic locations in two observing
runs:

• The first data set was obtained at 33◦00′48′′S
70◦54′08′′W on August 6th, 2016 from 22:00 to
05:00 hours, local time (CLT).

• The second data set was obtained at 34◦25′42′′S
70◦49′22′′W on February 6th, 2017 from 22:00 to
05:00 hours, local time (CLT).

Over 500 images were taken in each site to evaluate the
overall performance of the SOST, pointing at different parts
of the sky. The experimental setup used for this task is shown
in Fig. 5(a). The attitude of the camera for every captured
image was computed using three different processors: RPi
3 B+, RPi Zero W, and a personal computer. We used
different:
1) Exposure time, and

2) Star catalog segmentation: number of catalog segments,
size of the segments, and the distance between segments
centers (segment overlapping),

to study the effects on:
1) Precision,
2) Success rate,
3) Processing time, and
4) Power consumption.
In addition, we also evaluated the response of the SOST

platform to environmental conditions similar to those found
in LEO orbit (Thermal-vacuum test).

1) EXPOSURE TIME IMPACT
The quality of the image directly affects the number of stars
that are extracted from it. Our algorithm expects to match
tens of stars from the picture with their catalog sky positions
to converge to a solution (a success). The exposure time of
the picture will set the number of stars that will be detected
on average. We used different exposure times to find the
minimum one that yields enough number of extractions that
produce reliable matches with catalog stars.

We photographed different regions of the sky, with
exposure time ranging from 0.1 to 2 seconds at intervals
of 0.1 seconds. The camera was configured to produce
1024 pixels× 1024 pixels images to deal with a square FOV
with 48.8◦ on each side. The number of extractions increased
linearly with the exposure time, up to 0.9 seconds. After that
time there is no significant improvement in the image quality,
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then the number of real extracted sources remains constant.
Although the algorithm converges with images with an expo-
sure time of 0.6 seconds, we decided to set the minimum
exposure time at 0.8 seconds, since Source Extractor yields
over 40 detections under the relatively poor conditions of
ground-based images.

Regarding the matched stars, we empirically found that
with ≈ 20 stars we could get a good fit for the pixel-to-sky
transformation. For this reason, we selected the 40 bright-
est detections in the image (see Fig. 1(a)) as a limit. More
extractions provide only noise from the image. This criterion
selects catalog stars brighter than magnitude 4, reducing the
astronomical sources from the BSC catalog to 518 stars.
Thus, the exposure time impact mostly on processing time,
because the precision and success rate are independent of
exposure time over 0.9 seconds.

2) CATALOG SEGMENTATION IMPACT
In our algorithmMatch properly operates based on two main
assumptions: (1) the size of both lists has to be comparable
and (2) the relation between both lists has to be linear. These
assumptions guidemost of the decisions regarding the catalog
segmentation in our algorithm. For instance, we could not use
the catalog as a whole (as just one segment) because in this
case, the picture is much smaller than the catalog segment,
which would break our first assumption. On the other hand,
assumption (2) requires a projection of the catalog to linearly
match a set of spherical coordinates (right ascension and
declination) with Cartesian coordinates (pixels).

We divided the catalog in a set of projected segments to be
compared with the image. The number of catalog segments is
directly related to the success rate that we can obtain with our
algorithm. We tested the influence that catalog segmentation
on the algorithm has on the success rate, the number of related
objects (stars) between lists, the precision of the obtained
pointing solution and the processing time, in the following
way:
1) Select a subset of 50 images of the total taken images

from the night-sky measurements. In this selected sub-
set of images, we can extract enough numbers of stars
(at least 20 stars). The algorithm could be capable to find
a pointing solution in every image.

2) Run the ST algorithm over every image, with the center
of the catalog patches separated by 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦.

3) For each catalog segmentation, we change the catalog
starting point in (RA, DEC) in the matching process.
We start in (0, 0) degrees and increase one by one at
each coordinate, sweeping all possible integer values
until

(
[p− 1]◦,[p− 1]◦

)
, with p = 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦.

For the algorithm a successful estimation is achieved
when software Match finds a valid relationship between the
selected catalog segment and an image’s star list. We regard a
‘‘valid relationship’’ is achieved when the position of at least
15 objects can be transformed between lists with a standard
deviation σ lower than the size of a pixel. On the other
hand, when Match is not capable of finding and delivering a

valid relationship, the algorithm fails in achieving an attitude
estimation. Thus, the success rate was computed as follows:
For a given catalog segmentation, and a specific starting point
of the catalog, we count the times that the algorithm gives
a valid pointing solution, for the selected subset of images.
After that, we average the success rate over different starting
points, for every catalog segmentation. The result is shown
in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Success rate and the number of related objects between lists,
for different catalog segmentations.

The number of related objects between lists was computed
as follows: For a given catalog segmentation, and a specific
starting point of the catalog, we save the number of matched
objects between picture and catalog, for the selected subset of
images. After that, we average the number of objects over all
the different starting points, for every catalog segmentation.
The result is shown in Table 4. The uncertainties show the
standard deviation of the success rate and the number of
related objects when we change the starting point of the
catalog segmentation.

Regarding the precision in the pointing coordinates (Right
Ascension, Declination, and Roll), it is important to notice
that for this type of experiment, contrary to the test with
STEREO images, we do not know the ‘‘true value’’ of the
attitude solution in the selected subset of pictures. For that
reason, our analysis aims to get an idea of the precision,
not the accuracy, of our proposed platform. In that way,
we assume that the segmentation pattern at 5◦ brings an
attitude solution near the ‘‘true value’’. For that reason,
we computed an assumed ‘‘true value’’ based on the average
of the pointing solution obtained for different starting point
in (RA,DEC) when the catalog segmentation pattern is 5◦.
Then, we compute the differences between this averaged
value and the attitude solution for every pointing solution
at the different starting points of the catalog and different
catalog segmentations. This procedure is repeated for every
picture. The result is graphically shown in Fig. 4. The contour
lines in the graph enclose 90% of successful runs for each
catalog segmentation (5◦, 10◦, and 15◦). We can see that the
mean precision of the pointing coordinates decreases with a
larger catalog separation. For the Right Ascension and Dec-
lination coordinates, the mean precision ranges from 0.5 to
1 arcminute. For the Roll coordinate, the mean precision
ranges from 2 to 4 arcminutes.

Besides the catalog segmentation and the pointing preci-
sion, the processing time of an ST is a relevant variable to
assess its performance. This settles the type of application or
science that can be achieved with it. Processing time depends
on both the algorithm and the hardware. We evaluated the
algorithm using the multiprocessing package from Python,
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FIGURE 4. Results from the pointing analysis with RPi images. Both figures represent the deviation of the different attitude
solutions due to the change of the starting points of the catalog, compared with the average value. Fig. (a) show the pointing
precision for Right Ascension and Declination in arcminutes. The contour lines enclose 90% of successful runs with catalog
separations at 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ shown in red, blue, and green respectively. The gray square is the angular size of a pixel in our
images. Fig. (b) show the pointing precision distribution for the Roll angle. The gray arrow is the angle subtended by a pixel
over the side of an image, i.e. 1/1024 rad.

taking advantage of themulti-core capability of the RPi 3 B+.
We use this multiprocessing capability specifically in the
Match routine of the algorithm. Table 5 summarizes the time
taken by each process of the attitude determination of the
ST, solving the LIS problem with the RPi with separation
between catalog centers of 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦. These times were
measured using the function time.time() from Python.

TABLE 5. Processing time of each major routine in Raspberry Pi 3 B+.
These numbers are for a separation of 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ between centers
of the catalog patches stored in memory. Due to the different catalog
segmentation, there are various time measurements for the matching
routine.

3) VACUUM CHAMBER TEST
To partially simulate the spatial environment and its effects on
the RPi, we tested the RPi 3 B+ and its camera inside a vac-
uum chamber. The vacuum chamber system is an NDT-4000
from Nano-Master Inc [48]. When the RPi was inside the
chamber, the full test consisted of performing the following
tasks every five minutes:

1) Take a picture with the RPi camera and measure the
execution time.

2) Run the ST routine with a sample image of the sky, and
measure the execution time.

3) Measure the core temperature of the RPi using the
on-board sensor.

This test was performed for twelve hours. The cham-
ber remained at a nearly constant temperature of 27◦C,
and the minimum pressure reached was 8.89 · 10−4 Pa
(6.67 · 10−6 Torr). An image of the RPi in the vacuum cham-
ber test is shown in Fig. 5(b). During the test, the RPi and the
camera worked normally. It showed no sign of failure, and the
taken images were not distorted. Also, the temperature of the
RPi-core did not overcome the 30◦C.

4) POWER CONSUMPTION
The power consumption is an important variable of ST, which
can define the feasibility of being used in CubeSat missions.
The power consumption of the ST platform during the oper-
ation is summarized in Table 6. It shows that in the current
stage the ST system can be implemented in CubeSats of 3U or
above, although no action has been done thus far to diminish
the power consumption. Further optimization might reduce
consumption, especially during the idle state.

IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed ST (SOST) is based on two open software
suites commonly used in astronomy and an educational
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FIGURE 5. (a) Equipment used for night sky measurements. This image shows the tripod, the black enclosure of the Raspberry Pi, and the
transparent enclosure of the camera. The measurements were taken at 33◦00′48′′S 70◦54′08′′W on August 6th, 2016, and at 34◦25′42′′S
70◦49′22′′W on February 6th, 2017. Both measurements were made from 22:00 to 05:00 hours, local time (CLT). (b) Raspberry Pi and its
camera inside an NDT-4000 vacuum chamber. During the test, which lasted twelve hours, the temperature inside the chamber remained
nearly constant at 27◦C, and the minimum pressure reached was 8.89 · 10−4 Pa (6.67 · 10−6 Torr).

TABLE 6. Power consumption in each ST stage within Raspberry Pi 3 B+.

hardware platform popular among educators and embedded
systems hobbyist. We have developed an attitude estimation
algorithm to solve the Lost-In-Space problem. The prob-
lem we are solving assumes that the satellite was stabilized
by some means. For instance, if the satellite is spinning
fast, other attitude sensors such as an IMU can detect that
movement. These sensors provide information to the attitude
control unit which compensates that rotation by using some
actuators. The expected performance of SOST is based on the
previously shown results, which will be further discussed in
the coming subsections.

A. SOST PRECISION
Our proposed ST was tested from the ground, enabling us
to detect Earth’s rotation, which is close to 15 arcseconds
per second.We did not perform tests with angular rates below
that value. Although the total processing time affects the
attitude estimation, the limit precision of the SOST is given
by the exposure time of the camera. The optimal exposure
time to properly operate at ground level (see section III-B1)
is 0.8 seconds.

We do not expect a precision better than 12 arcseconds
(15 arcseconds/s × 0.8 s) with our platform (or equivalently
with separation between projection centers of catalog seg-
ments below 5◦). For this reason, 5◦ is the minimum separa-
tion between centers of catalog segments tested in this work.
On the other hand, with 15◦ of separation between projection

centers of catalog segments, the success rate is 85.6%. Larger
separations between patches produce lower success rates.

The attitude estimation accuracy of the algorithm depends
on how well the image matches the catalog segment. There-
fore, a large overlap among catalog segments improves the
success rate, as shown in Table 4. Thus, with a larger overlap-
ping area, it is more likely that the image has enough sources
within a catalog segment. Also, the accuracy of the algorithm
is affected by the projection point in each catalog segment,
for this reason, we include iterations 2 and 3 in the algorithm.

Besides the empirical approach we have previously
described to estimate SOST’s precision, we also consider
theoretical methods previously proposed [2] that allow us to
find bounds to the features of the ST. For instance, the average
number of stars in a circular FOV with A degrees wide,
or NFOV , can be obtained by using the parameters of our
system: A = 48.8◦ (FOV of the RPi camera), NM4 = 518
(number of stars in the BSC catalog of magnitude 4 or less),
and Npixel = 1024 (the number of pixels in RPi camera):

NFOV = NM4 ·
1− cos(A2 )

2

= 518 ·
1− cos(24.4)

2
= 23 stars (4)

Using the obtained value (NFOV = 23 stars), we can find
the bounds for the error in the cross-boresight direction
(Ecross-boresight) and for the error in the roll direction (Eroll)
of the SOST. We assume that the centroiding accuracy is
Ecentroid = 1 pixel since we cannot use the hyperacuity
technique (defocusing) with the RPi camera:

Ecross-boresight =
A · Ecentroid

Npixel ·
√
NFOV

=
48.8 · 1

1024 ·
√
23
= 36 arcseconds (5)
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Eroll = arctan
(

Ecentroid
0.3825 · Npixel

)
·

1
√
NFOV

= arctan
( 1
0.3825 · 1024

)
·

1
√
23

= 1.8 arcminutes (6)

It is worth noting the similarity of these results to those
obtained in our ground-based night-sky test, detailed in
section III-B2 and shown in Fig. 4.

B. TIME OF THE ESTIMATION PROCESS
The evaluation (at ground level) of the ST shows that pro-
cessing time is the critical feature to improve. For this reason,
we evaluated the impact of using a faster processor (a desktop
PC). The software was installed, run and tested in a dual-core
Intel i5-7200U at 2.5GHz, 64 bits processor with 7.6 GB in
memory RAM and Linux Ubuntu 18.04 as Operative System.
The time needed by the different processes in the attitude esti-
mation was measured, except the picture acquisition process
which is a specific module in the RPi. The processing time
for three different catalog segmentation patterns (5◦, 10◦,
and 15◦) is presented in Table 7. The results consistently show
that the processes are performed faster with more powerful
processors.

TABLE 7. Processing time of each major routine of the attitude
determination algorithm on a personal computer. These numbers are for
distances of 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ between centers of the catalog patches
stored in memory. The picture acquisition process cannot be executed
since it is an RPi specific process. The PC main characteristics are detailed
in section IV-B. Due to the different catalog segmentation, there are
various time measurements for the matching routine.

C. POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE RASPBERRY PI
The power consumption of the ST routine in the RPi 3 B+
was shown in Table 6. These values can be considered dan-
gerously high if we think of the limited energy capabilities
of a CubeSat. Looking for a way to solve this issue, we also
try the ST software in related hardware, the RPi Zero W. The
main features of the RPi Zero are shown in Table 2.
The power consumption in the idle state was 0.5 W on

average. While the ST routine is running on, the average
power consumption is 1.0 W. Nonetheless, due to the lower
computing capabilities, the times of the ST routine increased.
Table 8 shows the time of each stage of the ST routine on the
Raspberry Pi Zero W.

D. ABOUT THE DEVELOPED OPEN PLATFORM
We developed an ST platform, open to everyone inter-
ested in a simple and easy-to-use ST for CubeSats.
Our ST platform and test images can be downloaded

TABLE 8. Processing time of each major routine in Raspberry Pi Zero W.
These numbers are for distances of 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦ between projection
centers of the catalog segments stored in memory. Due to the different
catalog segmentation, there are various time measurements for the
matching routine.

from https://github.com/spel-uchile/Star_
Tracker.We hope that our platformmight be helpful for the
development of an ST in new small groups of CubeSat devel-
opers, and for experienced developers who need a simple and
fast ST solution.We encourage readers to install our software.
It can be installed on a Linux-based personal computer or an
RPi plus camera platform, to test it and also reproduce all the
shown results in this work.

V. CONCLUSION
We present a ready to use ultra-low-cost open star tracker
platform suitable for medium Cubesats, which is based on a
quasi-open hardware platform and a algorithm developed as
an open software. Although, the platform rests on the integra-
tion of existing tools the proposed implementation presents
multiple advantages that might improve Cubesat missions.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no such system in
the CubeSat community. This platform is easy to implement
and has been conceived for payloads and/or experiments that
require precision in the attitude determination but at low fre-
quency (1 to 3 samples per minute solving the LIS problem).
The system is designed to operate under the restrictions of
mass, volume, and energy of a 3U CubeSat, however, it can
be adapted to work in other platforms.

The algorithm uses a catalog segmentation process to
facilitate the independence of the selected hardware. The
segmentation approach also facilitates the independence of
the tools used to extract objects of images and for the
searching-in-the-catalog process for the best match with
the image (see Fig. 2 a)). Thus, personalized tools could be
used and exchanged easily for these tasks. It also uses an
iterative approach to improve the accuracy of the attitude
estimation, which makes the estimation independent of the
center-location on each preloaded segment (see Fig. 2 b)).
To the best of our knowledge, these approaches (segmenta-
tion and iterations) are also a novel approach in the field.
In the current algorithm, we use two open software suites
commonly used in astronomy (as shown to the right of the
dashed line in Fig. 2 a)): Source extractor (for extracting
objects/stars from star tracker images) andMatch (for finding
a linear relationship between images and preloaded catalog
segments). The use of these tools makes the algorithm robust
since their performances are well known and tested within
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the astronomy community. The use of these tools can also
facilitate improvements since they are open source tools that
run over multiple platforms. This also makes the algorithm
independent of the selected hardware.

To evaluate the algorithm performance, we proposed a
novel procedure that uses images from the HI-1 telescope
of STEREO mission. These images come not only with the
objects/stars but also with attitude information, which were
used for verification of the attitude estimation obtained with
our algorithm (see section III-A). This evaluation process also
shows that the proposed algorithm is easily adapted to other
hardware platforms. In addition, this analysis shows that if
the algorithm is used on an optimized hardware, the accu-
racy of the estimation is independent of the inter-segments
overlapping. However, it also shows that the accuracy and the
processing time are not the only relevant figure of merits to
evaluate the algorithm performance. The success rate is also
key in the evaluation. Since the accuracy does not change
with inter-segments overlapping, the attitude estimation can
be accelerated if less overlapping among segments is used.
However, the use of less inter-segments overlapping shows
a reduction in the probability of getting a valid attitude esti-
mation per image or success rate (see Table 4). The rate of
success is rarely reported by commercial STs, which might
lead to partial evaluation of the STs performance.

Finally, it is proposed the use of an ST hardware based
on the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ platform and its camera. We also
showed that the Raspberry Pi Zero can also be used, although
doubling the processing times. The use of the Raspberry Pi
hardware dramatically reduces the cost of the ST (at least two
orders of magnitude from the current commercial options).
This critical reduction in cost, together with the development
of the algorithm as an open software tool, promise not only a
rapid improvement of the system, by allowing contributions
from users, but also by accelerating its robustness in space if
it is more frequently used in Cubesat missions.

The average precision reached with this version of the
platform is in the order of∼ 30 arcseconds (Figure 4) solving
the Lost-In-Space problem in about 40 seconds (Table 5),
with a success rate of 99.8% (Table 4), when using a catalog
segmentation of 5◦. Nevertheless, a similar pointing accuracy
can be reached in about 20 seconds, with a success rate
of 97.3% by using a catalog segmentation of 10◦ (Table 4).
These processing times include loading Python libraries, tak-
ing a picture of the sky, extracting bright stars, finding the
correct segment of the sky catalog, and estimating the attitude
of the camera.

Although the platform has not been yet evaluated in space
it has been fully tested on laboratory for launch (vibration
and bake-out) and operational (thermal-vacuum) conditions.
The attitude estimation of the SOST platform was also tested
at ground campaigns, taking pictures of different areas of
night-sky, as suggested in previous works (see section III-B).
To the best of our knowledge, SOST is the first approximation
to an open ST platform, and it is integrated into the com-
ing SUCHAI-2 and -3 missions [8] for evaluation in space.

Nevertheless, it can be subjected to further optimizations.
For instance, it might be necessary to include environmental
considerations in the platform, in particular to evaluate and
compensate the effect of radiation. Optical aberrations could
be quantified and corrected if needed [49]. These conditions
and their effects can be mitigated with the aid of mechanical
subsystems and compensations in the algorithm [50]. Also,
passive thermal control can facilitate the stability of the optics
without increasing energy consumption [51].

Even though precision might be affected by space con-
ditions thus far processing time appears to be the most
significant limitation of the platform. Based on the results
presented in Table 5 we prioritize and suggest the following
optimizations:
• Reduction of the image’s exposure time. Recently, a new
RPi high-quality camera has been launched to the mar-
ket [52]. This new camera’s sensor has more pixels than
camera V2.1, and its lens is customizable. It would be
worth testing its capability as ST, looking for a diminish
in the exposure time.

• Optimization of how the third-party software (Source
Extractor and Match) is used. To introduce improve-
ments in the operation of these we could modify their
source code or port their core functionality.

• Explore other platforms such as the NanoPi NEO Air
from NanoPi family [53]. Also, there are several newer
cellphone multi-cores processors optimized to operate
with cameras that might be explored. Some smartphones
have already been deployed in space; an example of that
is the NASA phone-sat project [54].

All code described in this work is open source and
available for further development at the University of
Chile SPEL group’s GitHub site:https://github.
com/spel-uchile/Star_Tracker and is also avail-
able as supplementary material of this article.
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